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Educators all over the world are being challenged to provide effective instruction for culturally and linguistically diverse
learners and immigrant communities while valuing and celebrating students’ cultural backgrounds. This task requires
training, professional development, cultural sensitivity, and responsibility to promote positive outcomes. Beyond
Language Learning Instruction: Transformative Supports for Emergent Bilinguals and Educators is a critical research
publication that bridges linguistics theory and practice and comprehensively addresses all fundamentals of linguistics
through the English language learning lens. Featuring topics such as curriculum design, immigrant students, and
professional development, this book is essential for educators, academicians, administrators, curriculum designers,
instructional designers, researchers, policymakers, and students.
This book proposes a conceptual-empirical framework for exploring forms of continuity and change along psychosocial
pathways in South African universities. It illustrates how the psychosocial pathways are grounded in the symbolic
narratives and knowledges of young scientists, engineers and architects - all interlocutors in the research from which this
book is based. Alala, Mamoratwa, Welile, Odirile, Kaiya, Amirah, Takalani, Nosakhele, Naila, Ambani, Khanyisile,
Itumeleng, Ethwasa and Kgnaya provide collective standpoints in the multiplicities within and between the lived lives and
told stories of young Black South African women in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields.
In doing so, this compelling work advances possibilities for demythologising scientific endeavour as a white male
achievement and shifting knowledge communities across gendered, racialised, class and national divides. This book
presents an innovative narrative methodology, utilising the myth of the Minotaur to examine the state of the university at
the heart of the hierarchical labyrinth in "post"--Apartheid South Africa. Throughout the work the author wrestles with and
self-reflexively highlights her own positionality as a white, middle-class South African woman to examine how this affects
the production of this research in ways which serve to preserve the colonial knowledge system. With the rise of the
Rhodes Must Fall and Fees Must Fall student movement in South Africa, demanding for the fall of institutionalised racial
hierarchies, the author uses the cover image of narrative formations in the spirit of exploration to think with and through
undulating networked forms that could possibly forge new psychosocial pathways towards decolonising and reinventing
South African universities. This work offers a unique conceptual and methodological resource for students and scholars
of psychosocial and narrative theory, as well as those who are concerned about the politics of higher education, both in
South Africa and in other contexts around the world. Sabrina Liccardo is a lecturer in the Department of Psychology at
the University of Pretoria. Her primary interest is in developing visual arts-based, community-engaged and experimental
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qualitative (narrative) methodologies that explore the material, discursive and symbolic practices of psychosocial
reproduction and transformation in higher education institutions in South Africa
This authoritative volume is a truly international contribution to the worldwide debate on how best to widen access to
lifelong learning. The first section of the book comprises research studies from around the world, reflecting the diversity of
contexts in which widening access is researched and considers issues central to the access debate, including different
understandings of the concept of access, organisational and structural change, curriculum development, entry policies,
performance and retention and labour market outcomes. The second section illustrates diverse and innovative
methodological approaches that have been employed by researchers in the field, and considers the range of approaches
available. Given the growing concern around the world on the need to combat social exclusion and to improve economic
circumstances through access to lifelong learning, this book acts as a unique reference point informing the ongoing
debate, exploring the relationships between research, policy and practice.
The volume provides insights on strategies and technologies for teaching and learning that are being used in unique
national/cultural contexts of Africa, Asia and the Middle East, Europe, Latin America, and North America.
The author captures three inter-related dilemmas that lie at the heart of teaching mathematics in multilingual classrooms:
code-switching, mediation, and transparency. She provides a sharp analysis and strong theoretical grounding, pulling
together research related to the relationship between language and mathematics, communicating mathematics, and
mathematics in bi-/multilingual settings and offers a direct challenge to dominant research on communication in
mathematics classrooms.
Teacher education programmes seek to provide student teachers with the knowledge and expertise to provide qualtiy teaching and learning
in a diverse and challenging school context. Learning to Teach in post-apartheid South Africa: Student Teachers' Encounters with Initial
Teacher Education addresses the complexities of teacher education programmes in preparing students to teach. It adds to the knowledge
about teacher education, contributing critical understanding of education and the schooling system. The book provides important insights to
deepen researchers, academics, teacher education providers, policy-makers, and students' understanding of the importance to address
equity, redress, and quality in South African educaiton in a post-apartheid era. This book further helps to build student teachers' capacities to
work creatively and to become active and critical agents of transformation. It ultimately outlines the challenges face in designing and
delivering successful Inital Teacher Education programmes, and the impact this has on delivering equitable and qualtiy education.
This edited book attempts to foreground how challenges and complexities between policy and practice intertwine in the teaching and learning
of the STEM subjects in multilingual settings, and how they (policy and practice) impact on educational processes, developments and
outcomes. The unique feature of this book, thus, lies in its combination of not just language issues in the teaching and learning of the STEM
subjects, but also in how these issues relate to policy and practice in multilingual contexts and how STEM research and practice may inform
and shape language policies and their implementation in multilingual contexts. This book is of interest to stakeholders involved in STEM
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education such as researchers, undergraduate and graduate students, tertiary level teachers, teacher educators, curriculum developers as
well as other professionals with responsibilities in STEM education subjects. The book is written in a way that is accessible to a wide range of
backgrounds, including those who are in language education.
With the advent of the National Gambling Act (no 33 of 1996) the legislative environment with regards to gambling changed dramatically.
Gives a brief overview of regional issues and the history of education in South Africa and describes the development of education in the
country over the past 15 years. It presents an analysis of the education system, identifying key directions for ...
This substantive report is essential reading for those involved in higher education planning and policy-making.
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Includes Publications received in terms of Copyright act no. 9 of 1916.
South Africa has done well to systematically expand its educational system and to lengthen the schooling experience of
successive learner cohorts. But the quality of the output from the school system has been questioned. In seeking to identify the
reasons for this, it is important to relate educational outputs (competencies, as measured for instance by examinations or
standardized tests) to inputs. Determining the relative contributions of the inputs - of the school, the household and the individual
learner - to educational outputs is not straightforward, particularly since very little educational production function analysis has
been undertaken in South Africa. Until recently, no South African school data has incorporated test results, school characteristics
and information on the household circumstances of individual learners necessary for this kind of analysis. However, the results
from a survey of a sample of schools involved in the large-scale Quality Learning Project (QLP), funded by the Business Trust,
have yielded such data. The QLP data set offers a new analytical opportunity to address the question: What are the effects of
social and economic variables on educational outcomes in the QLP schools?
The International Handbook of Virtual Learning Environments was developed to explore Virtual Learning Environments (VLE’s),
and their relationships with digital, in real life and virtual worlds. The book is divided into four sections: Foundations of Virtual
Learning Environments; Schooling, Professional Learning and Knowledge Management; Out-of-School Learning Environments;
and Challenges for Virtual Learning Environments. The coverage ranges across a broad spectrum of philosophical perspectives,
historical, sociological, political and educational analyses, case studies from practical and research settings, as well as several
provocative "classics" originally published in other settings.
Changing Spaces makes a forceful and credible case for the role of writing centres in engaging with students, staff and institutional
structures in understanding issues of access from a social perspective ... This is a specialist book for those working in writing
centres and for academics of all disciplines. It is based on research and provides an important set of theoretical arguments,
developed through reflection on writing centre practices, about student writing and the work of the university. Professor Sioux
McKenna Centre for Higher Education Research, Teaching and Learning, Rhodes University How do we select and train tutors?
How do we work with faculty? How do we combat the image that we are remedial, a ?fix-it? shop? How do we prove our worth?
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How do we show that we improve retention? ... Changing Spaces demonstrates the flexibility of writing centers and the unique
roles they play in South Africa. Writing centers everywhere represent institutional responses to the learning needs of their
students, and they do so because writing centers adapt easily to different contexts and situations. They meet students where they
are, as a group and individually. Professor Leigh Ryan Writing Center Director, University of Maryland, USA
'Every South African has a stake in a peaceful and prosperous South Africa.' The SA Tribes programme is one of the most
comprehensive research studies carried out in South Africa's history. Nearly 15,000 South Africans were interviewed during the
period 1997-2001. From the poorest Xhosa-speakers in the Eastern Cape to wealthy Sandton executives, representatives from
every strata of this country's diverse populace have been questioned. The resultant assessment is as thought-provoking as it is
groundbreaking. UCT professor Steve Burgess has worked closely with learned colleagues from all over the world - and has
enjoyed extensive support from leading research companies Markinor and Gallup - to put together this authoritative and insightful
portrait of the Rainbow Nation as it heads towards its 10th anniversary. Although initially conceived as a tool for marketers seeking
to understand the changing demographics of the new South Africa, SA Tribes has become required reading for anyone
determined to understand the social and political geography of the country.SA Tribes contends that understanding and embracing
our social identities, rather than dwelling on racial differences, is key to a successful society in South Africa. Thanks to the SA
Tribes study we are now better placed than ever to know and understand our neighbours.
Serves as an index to Eric reports [microform].
Contemporary Issues in South African Military Psychology, is a well?timed, extremely thought-provoking, imperative, particular to
the African context, and deals with a highly contemporary issue within the people management and the management studies fields
specifically in the military field and context. This is specifically of importance as military psychology is a behavioural science that
combines theory and practical application. - Prof Karel Stanz, University of Pretoria
The Education Triple Cocktail brings together rigorous quantitative and qualitative research on a new approach to improving
foundational teaching and learning for schoolchildren living in working-class, poor and remote rural communities in resourceconstrained systems like South Africa. At the core of this book is the theory and evidence for a powerful, new, interlocking and
mutually reinforcing change model. Inspired by the AIDS treatment story, the three-pronged approach of structured daily lesson
plans, appropriate and high-quality educational materials, and one-on-one instructional coaching to help teachers transform their
instructional practices in early grade classrooms, shows that it will improve learning outcomes. For education systems defined by
low levels of early grade learning and profoundly unequal outcomes, The Education Triple Cocktail offers a theoretically informed,
evidence-based way forward. This book will be of immense use to teachers, students of Education, policymakers and parents.
Intersectionality of Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender in Teaching and Teacher Education brings together scholarship that
employs an intersectionality methodology to actual conditions that affect school-age children, teachers and teacher educators in
relation to institutional systems of power and privilege.
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This volume contains a further selection of the best papers presented at the Seventh Emonet conference (Montreal, Canada,
August 2010), following on from Volume 7 and is augmented with invited chapters by leading scholars in the field. It focuses on the
experience, dynamics and regulation of emotion and the emotionally intelligent organization.
At the time of his death in August 2012 Neville Alexander was undoubtedly one of South Africa's foremost proponents of the
philosophy of non-racialism. He had devoted his life to fighting against the evils of racism, sexism and economic injustice. He
understood how these social realities not only divided but also ranked human beings in terms of human worth and value. He saw
how these realities diminished the whole society, both the perpetrators and victims. And so he gave over his life as a scholar and a
political activist to challenging these realities.This volume brings together the reflections of a group of activists and scholars on the
significance of Neville Alexander to the cause of freedom and justice in South Africa. The reflections are essentially the keynote
speeches and the responses to them that were made at a conference in Alexander's honour held at the Centre for Non-Racialism
and Democracy at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in July 2013.
An analytic and historical perspective of literary texts to understand the position of domestic workers in South Africa More than a
million black South African women are domestic workers. Precariously situated between urban and rural areas,rich and poor, white
and black, these women are at once intimately connected and at a distant remove from the families they serve. Ena Jansen shows
that domestic worker relations in South Africa were shaped by the institution of slavery, establishing social hierarchies and
patterns of behavior that persist today. LikeFamily is an updated version of the award-winning Soos familie (2015) and the highlyacclaimed 2016 Dutch translation, Bijna familie.
In a context where schools are held more and more accountable for the education they provide, data-based decision making has
become increasingly important. This book brings together scholars from several countries to examine data-based decision making.
Data-based decision making in this book refers to making decisions based on a broad range of evidence, such as scores on
students’ assessments, classroom observations etc. This book supports policy-makers, people working with schools, researchers
and school leaders and teachers in the use of data, by bringing together the current research conducted on data use across
multiple countries into a single volume. Some of these studies are ‘best practice’ studies, where effective data use has led to
improvements in student learning. Others provide insight into challenges in both policy and practice environments. Each of them
draws on research and literature in the field.
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